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Gucci's Web s ite in China, as digital takes over in the country. Image credit: Gucci

By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Digital campaigns in China are juggernauts for driving brand sales due to the country’s technological
advancements, which have resulted in it being the largest ecommerce market worldwide.

In China, brands are able to create a two-way relationship with consumers as 62 percent communicate with brands
through social media and by the year 2028, it is likely that 50 percent of all purchases will be made online, according
to a report from Fashionbi. However, brand strategies there may be lacking variation, with many marketers using the
same campaign tropes on social media.
“T here is significant similarity in the brands' strategies, e.g. different brands collaborate the same influencers, for
Saint Valentine's Day, the brands launch special capsule collections of the handbags in the same red or pink colors,
or for Spring Festival the companies release special products in red colors,” said Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating
officer at Fashionbi, Milan.
Commerce in China
T he United States’ massive retail holiday Black Friday is paralleled by Singles’ Day in China. However, Singles’ Day
is exclusive to ecommerce, which exhibits China’s advancement with consumer adoption to online purchasing.
Since 2013, Single’s Day has surpassed Black Friday and Cyber Monday in online sales combined. In 2017, the
Chinese holiday saw $25 billion in online sales while Black Friday and Cyber Monday saw less than $15 billion
online, according to the Fashionbi Ecommerce in China report.
Brands in China must be present and active on social media, with the country being the second-largest region in the
world for social usage.

WeChat Pay will soon be usable with a variety of luxury brands in North America. Image credit: WeChat
Consumer electronics, home appliances and beauty and personal care will become the largest segments in terms of
online shopping by 2020. Consumer electronics and home appliances online sales will account for 55 percent, a
jump from 27 percent today.
T he beauty sector will see a rise 27 percent in two years, to 50 percent.
China has a total of 470 million shoppers who spend most of their time on T mall, T aobao and JD.com. T mall and
T aobao make up 52.3 percent of the ecommerce market.
Brand initiatives
Luxury manufacturers who enter the Chinese segment need to have a presence online. For instance, Burberry
launched a WeChat account and a China-specific mobile and desktop Web site, boosting its sales in the market by 70
percent.
In 2016, Gucci also saw significant growth, in the double-digits, by placing digital as the center of its strategy.
Michael Kors also saw its sales double in Asia after launching new commerce initiatives and also opening more
than 100 new stores.

Michael Kors' Chinese Web Site.
U.S. fashion label Marc Jacobs also opened its first Chinese flagship store on Vip.com’s luxury channel.
Marc Jacobs’ new online store opens the brand up to VIP’s 300 million members. With existing infrastructures and
audiences, China’s ecommerce giants have become appealing partners for luxury brands looking to sell online in
the market for the first time (see more).
Also, the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) is leveraging New York Fashion Week: Men’s in February
as a platform to introduce Chinese designers to international markets.
T ogether with Shanghai’s Suntchi Brand & T echnology Co., and in association with Alibaba-owned T mall, the CFDA
will organize the first “T mall China Day” during the week-long schedule of collection presentations. Part of the
CFDA’s five-year partnership with Suntchi, the effort is designed to build a connection between the Chinese and
American fashion communities (see more).
“While working on the report we were checking the PR activities in China and the financial results of the company in
Asian region, what we have learned that those brands which invested in digital activities, opening of the online
stores, or launch of the T mall store, WeChat campaigns of online promotion with local influencers, witnessed also

improvement in the brand's positioning and sales results,” Fashionbi’s Ms. Bushmeleva said.
“China ranks second in terms of social media usage," she said. "Sixty-two percent of the consumers in China use
social media frequently to interact with the brands.
“Overall, the Chinese customers are very tech savvy and according to the predictions, one-third of the fashion
purchases will be generated online by 2020."
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